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CHAIRMAN'S NOTES
Dates for your Diary
Local Plan Inquiry. In January 2004 the Society made comments on
the first draft of the new local Plan; and in August 2005 we
Leamington Society
commented on the revised version. In April we submitted yet more
Awards Ceremony
comments on the next revision. These were very detailed and ran to
nearly 70 pages of careful argument. We are especially grateful to
The 2006 Leamington Society
Robin Richmond for this massive undertaking.
Awards to be presented by
Quicks Site at Station Approach. In February 2005 WDC Planning
The Mayor of
Committee rejected an application for 183 flats at Quicks Site in a
Royal Leamington Spa
single massive five-floor block. Then the developers, Miller Homes,
Andy Leahy
came back with an application for 163 flats in a marginally lower
July 13th, 7.15 for 7.30
series of three five-floor blocks. This was rejected in September of
Town Hall
last year. Miller Homes have appealed both decisions. The Society,
working with CLARA, the Town Council, local residents and the
Early notice of the first meeting
Avenue Bowling Club cooperated in fighting these appeals, which
in the autumn
were heard in April. The results should be announced by the end of
August.
George Goodall
Of course we hope both appeals will be refused and that a fitting
will speak on
gateway to Leamington will emerge north of the station. This would
Planning Permission
include a bus-train interchange, a north side entrance to the station and
on September 14th
better cycle and pedestrian facilities.
Oddfellows Hall
Physiotherapy at Station Approach. As we all now know this battle
More details on George Goodall's
was lost. What we did not know at the start was just how massive the
talk as well as the full programme
debt facing the Health Trust was – according to a recent local paper the
of events will be available in our
Trust has a deficit of more than £20 millions. With hindsight we had
next Newsletter
no chance.
Decriminalisation. The start date has slipped a year to October 2007.
The Society is watching with apprehension how the proposals for
Leamington are evolving. At the moment we believe that there will be very considerable disruption, and
probably chaos, for those living just outside the town centre. Commuters will be no longer be able to park
all day in the Town Centre so they will move to the residential streets just outside the town centre and use
those spaces so that local residents do not have a chance to park from 8 am to 6 pm. Robin Richmond and
Gordon Fyfe are watching the proposals very carefully.
The Parade Safety Scheme. The scheme is partially complete, with considerable disruption for all who use
the Parade, and considerably over budget. But the Parade does look more spacious with the removal of so
much street clutter. Work on the remaining part of the Parade and Bath Street is starting this month and
should be finished this year.
The new licensing laws. These came into force last November and involved longer opening hours and
stronger powers for the Police in dealing with hooliganism and violence. So far there has not been any
additional trouble on the streets of Leamington. We continue to be very grateful to Gordon Goddard-Pickett
for all his work on this problem and also to Dr Andrew Cave.
Archie Pitts

LEAMINGTON SOCIETY 51st ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Our AGM this year was held in the Pump Rooms Annexe on Thursday 11th May 2006. Your chairman,
Archie Pitts, welcomed 35 members and guests to the 51st Annual General Meeting.
Apologies were received; the minutes of the previous AGM were accepted and signed.
The Chairman’s Report and Sub-Committee Reports, which had been circulated, were presented. The
Chairman warmly thanked the executive committee members and the sub-committees for their support
during the year, as well as other numerous members of the society.
The content of the Chairman's report is reviewed within the Chairman's Notes at the beginning of this
newsletter. The Treasurer reported a healthy and stabilised financial position. This year we have raised
more than £4500 for specific projects at the station.
The Chairman’s Report and Committee Reports were adopted.
Officers were proposed:
Chairman: Archie Pitts
Hon. Secretary: Vacant

Vice-Chairmen: Allan Jeffery, Robin Richmond
Hon. Treasurer: Marianne Pitts

Executive Committee:
Ruth Bennion, Gordon Fyfe, Tim Griffiths, Mark Sullivan
As there were no other nominations, these were declared elected.
Past Chairman Margaret Watkins will continue to serve on the Executive committee in an ex officio
capacity.
Paul Edwards has agreed to continue to serve in an ex officio capacity as our Planning Representative.
It was proposed that Malcolm Welsh be re-appointed as Independent Examiner. A unanimous vote of
thanks was carried for his work in examining the accounts for 2005/06.
Copies of the Annual Report are available on request from the Chairman
After a break for refreshments Ian Baxter reported on the Progress of the Friends of Leamington Station.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
MEMBERSHIP OF SOCIETY
Your executive committee is considering how we might encourage a wider interest in the Society’s aims and
activities and promote a greater diversity of membership.
One way could be to create a new membership category that would be open to local businesses and to
national business with a local interest, and also to institutions such as churches and educational bodies as
well as other agencies which have an interest in Leamington’s civic life and culture including the built
environment.
Let us know what you think. A short Extraordinary General Meeting would be needed if the idea was to be
adopted. We could hold this immediately before one of our regular programme events in the coming year.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
FRIENDS OF LEAMINGTON STATION
The Friends have achieved a great deal in our first full year – much work has been done on the gardens, a
roll of honour to GWR employees killed in the World War I was unveiled and dedicated. By the end of
March, well over 500 hours of volunteers work had been contributed and more then £4500 raised for
specific projects. This is a fantastic achievement.
The public, the Town Hall and others are very supportive of and complimentary about the work of the
Friends and have been enormously generous in donations.
Our projects at the station are:
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Platform 2 garden. This was our first project, starting April last year. The team of Ruth Bennion, Paul
Edwards, Jean Halstead and Bridget Winn tend the garden each week mowing the lawn, planting and
weeding the long flower bed immediately beside Platform 2. This border (about 50 yards long) was
widened last winter and new stock, mainly perennials, planted there. This border is looking magnificent and
gains very favourable comments from both the public and the rail staff at the station. Last winter the
Leamington Town Council gave us £225 which combined with a generous donation by member Julie
Morgan, enabled us to plant a 50 yard long yew hedge, as well as three trees (Prunus Amanogawa) that used
to grow on Platform 2 garden. The yew hedge will form a backdrop to the Platform 2 garden. It was
planted last December and nearly all the 100 yew we planted are making good shoots.
The terrace gardens. These are in two separate parts – the upper and lower terraces. Both had been
neglected for some years and were very overgrown. Convolvulus, couch grass, brambles, ivy and other
perennial weeds were rampant making cultivation of the area impossible.
Last July the worst of the wild growth on the upper terrace was cut back by a dozen volunteers, and the deep
rooted weeds given a couple of treatments of Roundup by Roger Charters. A team consisting of Lyn
Buckle, Annabel Rainbow and Gill Barker then moved in and have since worked regularly planting and
tidying the area. The effect is already striking, and will develop further as the plants grow and spread.
We are still at the weed clearing stage on the lower terrace. The perennial weeds are even more rampant
here and several further treatments of Roundup will be needed. The work on this area is being done by
Roger Charters, Marianne and Archie Pitts. If the weed clearing goes well we shall start planting it up this
autumn – planting before then would likely to be a waste of time while the weeds are still so rampant.
The lampman's hut. The gardeners use this to store the tools needed for their work. They cannot be
expected to bring forks, spades, mowers, wheel barrows etc from home each week. A year ago, the hut had
no window and no lock on the door. The door is now bolted and a new 15 panel window has been made
generously by Dave Twiddy in his own time. Since the station and all its buildings, including the hut, are
listed we had to have an exact replica made. Our garden equipment is now secure.

HELP: Summer trip. To "reward" all the hard work by the volunteers we have arranged a
trip on the Severn Valley Railway on Sunday July 9th for the volunteers and guests.
One couple, who paid in full on March 10th at the Barby evening in the Town Hall, has not
left us any contact details – would they please phone Marianne Pitts ASAP on 01926 885532.

Future projects. We have a number of projects planned.
Some should be delivered in the next few months; others
are still at the drawing board stage. We have been given
£2000 by the Town Council for Railway heritage posters.
Posters are to go into the waiting rooms and over the two
stairwells from Platforms 2 and 3. When the planned
revamp of the booking hall by Chiltern Railways is carried
out we hope to have a replica of the original booking hall
clock made for the hall. The original was given in 1939
by the Corporation of Royal Leamington Spa.
Running-in-boards. We would like to reinstate two GWR
Photo of Running in Board by Patrick Kingston
running-in-boards as well as two GWR benches on
Platform 2. We have been promised £8159 pounds if we can raise a further £2000. So far we have raised
£1200.

Please help us raise the last £800 to secure the £8150.
Would you sponsor a letter for the boards at £25 per letter,
or an iron RiB post at £100 each?
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SOUTHERN JUSTICE CENTRE
Sadly the Southern Justice Centre proposal received a unanimous vote in favour by WDC Planning
Committee. The application was recommended by the Planning Office and strongly supported by the
Leader of the WDC, Bob Crowther, who argued that the proposal was right for the town. It would provide
for the safety of witnesses as well as decent conditions for those "going through the system". The SJC
would be good for the town centre and provide major benefits for our community. It had a good internal
design. While it was a big building, so it should be, he argued, showing respect for its location. Nor was he
concerned about its effect on Jephson Gardens, which is a garden in the town centre, and must live with
buildings around it – he compared the effect of the SJC on the gardens with that of the Pump Rooms.
Overall he was sanguine about the effect of the building on Jephson Gardens.
Earlier in the year both CAAF (the Conservation Area Advisory Forum) and the Town Council had been
highly critical of the proposal. These bodies are only consultees on planning applications and so could
merely comment on development proposals to Warwick District Council. A number of local groups,
including this Society, CLARA, The Warwickshire Gardens Trust, had also expressed strong opposition.
The WDC Planning Committee acknowledged the various objections raised, but were not swayed. One
councillor conjectured that it might even be listed in the future. Our view was that it was the wrong building
for that site; there were better locations for it.

Newbold Terrace in first half of the 20th century

… in the second half

… and in the 21st century?
(Artist's impression by HLM Architects, with trees omitted)
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IMAGE OF THE 50s WITH DAVID BARBY
Our 50th birthday celebration in the Town Hall in March was staged in style, with wine and nibbles and a
television presentation of films taken in the 50s to stimulate the memory. Our very grateful thanks go to
Ken Wilkins for providing these films and to Brian Wall of Walls TV for lending us the equipment to view
them. Nostalgia was also encouraged by music of the 50s (thanks to Tim Griffiths). Conversation between
almost 100 visitors thrived, helped by the Competition – to identify twenty 1950 Brands from
advertisements with the names blanked out. This proved surprisingly difficult even for those of us (the
majority!) who could remember the originals. No one got them all correct.
David Barby reminded us that the post-war period was one of bombsites, rationing and deprivation. There
was a hunger for new bright extravagances, which was first achieved in the most ephemeral products:
women's dress. The New Look demanded yards of scarce fabrics flaring out from nipped-in waists; after ten
years of Rationing everyone was slim in the 1950s! Homes had to be rebuilt on a small scale, with kitchendiners and through lounges, so new forms of furniture were invented (such as the room divider and the sofabed) to satisfy a new need. Furniture, textiles, china and glass were produced in bright colours and unusual
modern shapes to satisfy a demand for colour and novelty. Bold flower-printed fabrics, lacquered leggy
furniture, chunky Italian glass and "sputnik" clocks composed the 50s style. Much of this looks hideous to
us now and has been abandoned to skips and charity shops but the pendulum of taste swings to and fro.
Among the young the clean uncluttered "minimalist" look is in vogue again.
The Festival of Britain 1951 was planned by Herbert Morrison to restore confidence and optimism and
staged with élan on the south bank of the Thames, though unhappily only the Festival Hall survives and not
the aluminium clad dome, a world premier in that technology. The rebuilding of Coventry Cathedral, the
only Cathedral lost to bombing, was a triumph: the building is uncompromisingly modern and displays an
unrivalled art collection of the best work of the artists of that period: Jacob Epstein, Graham Sutherland,
John Piper …
As an auctioneer, David knows what is collectable: early TV sets; the first laminated wood furniture; Ercol
Windsor chairs; the ceramics of the Hornsby, Denby and Portmeirion potteries; designs by Susie Cooper and
Eric Ravilious. Most of us probably have such things in our attics right now! No question fazed him, his
knowledge is prodigious and we thank him for entertaining and educating us so well.
Marianne Pitts
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
THE DISUSED GRAVEYARD IN LEAM TERRACE & MILL STREET CHAPEL, 1829-2006
The Mill Street Chapel was built in 1829 by a group of Nonconformists who had broken away from the
Union Chapel, Clemens Street, and who needed a home where they could continue to use part of the Liturgy
of the Church of England. This was an issue which led some Nonconformist ministers to join the Anglican
Church. The chapel was built on the site of Richard Court's old farm (present day site the eastern corner of
Mill Street and Leam Terrace) whose fields extended eastwards, covering the whole of the present Leam
Terrace and down to the River Leam.
The chapel was sold to Rev. Rowland Hill, Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge, and National leader of
those Nonconformists who wished to retain the use of the Liturgy. He added a manse and a school. It was
his will that the Liturgy be adopted and continued for as long as such services lawfully formed part of the
Church of England. Hill invested the chapel in the hands of Homerton Academy, Hackney, which had been
formed for the promotion of Calvinism. In 1840 it became a college of the new University of London.
The chapel was later presented to the Countess of Huntingdon Connexion, a Calvinistic movement within
the Methodist church. By 1880 the congregation had dwindled and 1885 the Trustees of the College
proposed to sell the properties but there were objections from those who had relatives buried in the little
cemetery. The Charity Commissioners' orders to the College permitted the sale of the chapel, manse and
school, but not the burial ground. The property was auctioned at the Crown Hotel and conveyed to Edwin T.
Gamage, who renovated the chapel for use by the Presbyterians. The property was later acquired on
mortgage by a Vicar of All Saints Church. The chapel and manse were demolished in 1902 and Urquhart
Hall built for use a parish meeting room.
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William Flavel, who invented the famous Flavel Kitchen
'cooking grate', died in 1844 and was buried in the in chapel
burial ground. His gravestone is on the right hand side near
to the bottom of the graveyard. In 1936 Percival William
Flavel, the then Chairman and Managing Director of the
Flavel Company, preserved the burial ground and paid a sum
of money to the local authority to assist in its upkeep. On
the far wall of the burial ground, a plaque commemorates
William and John Flavel, father of William:
To their memory this burial ground is now preserved in
1936
Homerton College was later refounded to concentrate on the
study of education itself and its theology courses were
transferred to New College, London. In 1992 New College,
owners of the burial ground, failed to reach agreement over
its sale to Warwick District Council and responded with an
application to build a modest office block on the site despite
advice that it was likely to fail. An appeal with the
Environment Secretary was unsuccessful and at a public
enquiry WDC undertook the upkeep of the site without
taking ownership of the land.
The subsequent purchase of Urquhart Hall for a meeting
place for the Sikh community resulted in the request for the
Gravestone of William Flavel
use of the burial ground as car park or a sitting out area for
elderly groups. The request for a car park was refused but a
sitting out area was deemed possible on condition that it was not used for any events. The Council was
advised that consent for a sitting out area would need to be sought from the New College Foundation and as
a courtesy from the Vicar of the Parish Church and the Flavel family.
Various recent enquiries to the estate agent involved in the proposed sale of the little burial ground, which
exists behind a locked gate, did not reveal who the owner was, but the facts were there hidden in the records.
Following the 1992 application, the Evening Telegraph commented "… the spot remains a quiet haven near
the bustling centre of Leamington which residents and councillors were anxious to preserve," Maybe
someone or some group will come to the rescue and preserve the burial ground as a garden haven; another
little green lung for Leamington.
Jeannette Oubridge and Margaret Watkins
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
"DEATH AND TAXES"
"In this world nothing is certain but death and taxes." So wrote Benjamin Franklin in 1789. It still applies
of course, except that taxes have since greatly increased, and we now have tax by stealth. Inheritance Tax is
catching out more and more people. This is because the exemption figure has not kept up with the rise in
house prices. Currently, the tax starts at everything over £285,000, and at the very high rate of 40%.
However, money left in your will to charitable organisations is exempt.
The Leamington Society is such an organisation., Any money left to us will be used for the benefit of the
town, with little or no add on administrative costs. We have paid for gilding the main gates to the Jephson
Gardens, placed an order for an infill panel and gilding to the Newbold Terrace entrance gates, and
contributed to many projects at our railway station, especially the garden on platform 2.
Paul Edwards
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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Malcolm Peters: a core member
The Leamington Society functions because, besides the three or four people in highly visible roles, a much
larger number of members serve on the executive committee, and the various sub-committees, and carry out
the wide variety of other tasks that are needed.
Malcolm Peters was such a person, and all of us will miss him, both as a core member, and personally. He
was a member of the executive from 1999 to 2002, chairman, and later member, of the programme subcommittee until his death. In recent years he looked after the visual aid equipment, bringing the heavy slide
projector, and associated gubbins to meetings from home, and operating it. Malcolm made a significant
contribution to the Society.
However it was as a person that we shall remember him best. He was kind and considerate; above all a man
of judgement and integrity, as befits the very best of business economists.
Malcolm (and his wife Barbara) and I were undergraduates together in Birmingham during the 1950s
Temperamentally, he and I were on the same wavelength because we were among the ex-service students
and so rather more critical, and also involved in politics. They were happy days especially as Malcolm and
Barbara soon became 'an item’, in modem parlance. After graduation our paths separated but by an
extraordinary coincidence, Barbara and Malcolm came to work in Leamington, and bought a house about a
hundred yards away from ours.
Malcolm was involved in many public and musical activities. Closest to his heart, perhaps, was his long
service as a church warden at Wasperton to where the Peters had moved from Leamington. It was at College
Farm that they entertained many members of the Society to a garden party a few years ago Malcolm had
gone to great trouble to arrange games and competitions around their large garden and Barbara prepared a
delicious buffet. The weather was ideal, and the whole event will be long remembered by everyone who
attended, not least for the delightful atmosphere the Peters created. This is just one of the many happy
memories that Malcolm leaves behind. Our hearts go out to Barbara, and their family, at this time of loss.
Rex Adams
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
JEPHSON GARDENS
These continue to look wonderful, living
up to its 2004 RHS award for being the
Best Park in Britain. Last summer the
Society paid for the gilding of the JG gates
facing the Pump Rooms, thanks to the
generosity of David Palmer. This year we
are paying for a decorative infill, designed
by member Paul Edwards, of the gates to
Newbold Terrace, also with some gilding.
We are very grateful to member Roger
Cadbury for allowing us to use money that
he had previously donated for stucco
training to be used for this work.
Last year David Hayes kindly offered to
pay for a specimen of the recently
discovered Wollemi Pine to be planted in
Infilling of panel for Jephson Gates to Newbold Terrace
the gardens. This tree, long believed to be
extinct, was discovered in Australia in the
1990s, and is now just becoming
commercially available. For more information on this tree go to the RHS website and search for Wollemi
Pine, or use the link
http://www.rhs.org.uk/news/pressreleases/harlowcarrwollemi260406.asp
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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PLANNING MATTERS
We are seeing a number of proposals for changing family dwelling houses
into multi-occupation for students. As most of these students then have to
travel to the two universities in Coventry, it seems very bad planning, at a
time when we are trying to reduce travel, congestion and C02 emissions.
One of the attractions to developers is that students do not pay council tax,
the rest of us pay for their council servicing.
The West Midlands Regional Strategy aims to reverse the outward
movement of people and jobs from the major urban areas of
Birmingham/Solihull, the Black Country, Coventry and the North
Staffordshire conurbation. This aim, together with the fact that the target
housing figure has been exceeded in Warwick District, has led to our
planning department producing in September 2005, a Supplementary
Planning Document (SPD). It is titled "Managing Housing Supply". It
will be formally adopted once the WDC Local Plan is approved, but
meanwhile it will be used as a part of the emerging Local Plan in decision
making. In summary, it states that 'in order to manage the supply of
housing in relation to the strategic housing requirement between 1996 2011, planning permission for housing development on urban windfall
sites will be refused, unless one of the following criteria applies.' These
exceptions apply chiefly to regeneration of Old Town and affordable
housing.
Warwick District Council covers three important historic towns –
Warwick, Kenilworth and Leamington Spa. Too much development over
too short a time scale will destroy their character. The new SPD
'Managing Housing Supply' is therefore to be welcomed and supported.
Paul Edwards
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
AWARDS 2006
Thank you to all our members and others who have made suggestions for
an Award. Judging will take place in June, and the winners announced on
Thursday July 13th by our new mayor, Mr Andy Leahy, in the Town Hall.
The ceremony starts at 7.30 pm. All members are invited, but please
inform Archie Pitts by email or letter by the end of June if you would like
to come, so you will have a seat and light refreshments.
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Thank you to Tom Holloway
Tom, who has provided considerable IT support for the Executive
Committee of the society in the last few years, is moving away from
Leamington. We shall miss all his help – but he will remain a loyal
member of the Society.
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

New member
We are delighted to welcome Richard Lemberger as a new member, following his father who was a long
standing member.

May we remind all members who do not pay by standing order that their
subscriptions are due. Our subscription year runs from April 1st.
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